JOB OPPORTUNITY

Wirquin manufactures sanitary items and accessories for bathrooms, WC’s and kitchen and is well established in
France (Carquefou) and in many other international markets. The year 1969 marked the beginning of the group's
involvement in the manufacture of plastic flushing mechanisms. This innovative idea was stimulated by Henri Wirquin,
a sanitary ware wholesaler in Nantes. We are now 1400 talents all over the world (11 subsidiaries, 6 factories).
You are a woman or a talented man and you are looking for new challenges at an international level, join us!

A GROUP SENIOR PROJET MANAGER (OEM)
PERMANENT CONTRACT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
Within an R&D team, you will have product and technical responsibility within an international environment for OEM
projects throughout the product lifecycle.
In this context and under the responsibility of the R&D group manager, you will be in charge of :
 Leading OEM Projects from a Project Management, Technical and Standards Perspective in close link with
OEM Channel Director.
 Managing interface between the Project’s you will be in charge of and all relevant departments within Group
(Quality, R&D, Industry, Procurement, SCM, Manufacturing, Sales etc … )
 Implement best Practices in order to securise and Optimize TTM, Cost and Product’s performance ;
 Developp strong and sustainable partnerships with our OEM Customer
 Writing, standardizing and communicating all relevant product technical documentation
Do you have degree in Engineering and basics of marketing such as market studies, product mix, product
development ? Do you have similar experience in Engineering and product development, lean development and
development of projects with China ? Are you fluent in English and willing to learn or improve the mandarin? If your
answer is yes, then this job is made for you!
Reactive, organized, customer oriented, you are able to adapt yourself in an international environment. You are
broken in the international project management and you are recognized for your sense of the analysis and your
strength of proposal.
The job is based in Carquefou., you be travelling at least 50% of your time all over the world.
If you recognize yourself in this profile, please send us your application to at recrutements@wirquin.com (reference
GROUPSENIORPROJETMANAGER2018).

